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Are you an
INSPIRATIONAL ENGINEER?
Key dates for your diaries!
Tuesday 7th June
East Scotland Regional Final
Wednesday 8th June
Glasgow Regional Final
Thursday 9th June
Barony Hall SESLA Awards Night
Don’t hesitate to contact us, if you would like
more information on 01282 417 333
or info@primaryengineer.com

The Rogers Knight Award
Time for us to say thank you back to you!
For more information
www.primaryengineer.com
www.leadersaward.com

FRIDAY 10th JUNE
SATURDAY 11th JUNE

SCOTTISH ENGINEERING

Special Leaders Award

If you were an engineer in Scotland
what would you do?
Barony Hall, University of Strathclyde,
16 Rottenrow East, Glasgow G1 1XQ
Friday 10th June 9am-4pm
Saturday 11th June 10am-4pm

FAMILIES WELCOME!
Don’t hesitate to contact us, if you would like more information on 01282 417 334 or info@leadersaward.com
Scan me for event details
www.leadersaward.com
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Phil Preston Obituary
Phil Preston 1956-2016.
It is with great regret that
we record that on 15
May 2016 IESIS President
Philip (Phil) Preston died
at his home as a result of
a brain tumour.
Phil graduated BSc in
civil engineering from
what was then Paisley
College of Technology
in 1978. He then joined the consulting firm of
Crouch and Hogg with whom he worked on a
variety of design projects mainly associated with
ferry services around the west coast mainland and
islands of Scotland. He also gained experience
in the shipyards on the lower Clyde and with
general ports projects. In 1987 he opened a
regional office in Oban for Crouch & Hogg
before moving to Caledonian MacBrayne Ltd
(CalMac) in 1993 to manage the maintenance
and development of their ports and harbours

infrastructure. He joined the Board of CalMac
in 2004 as Operations Director and Managing
Director from 2009. He joined Loganair as
Chief Operating Officer in 2012. Under his
chairmanship the Loch Lomond Steamship
Company has been highly successful in restoring
and securing funding for the Maid of the Loch
paddle steamer on Loch Lomond.
He joined IESIS in 1994 and became a
member of Council in 1998. His 2 year tenure
as President began in September 2014. He had
a very successful first year of presidency but
health problems prevented the continuation of
that into the 2015-2016 session.
His wide ranging engineering experience in
the civil, maritime and aero sectors made him
a very worthy president of our Institution. A
full obituary will be published in the 2016 IESIS
Journal.
Our thoughts are with Phil’s wife Ally and
daughters Rhoda and Ruth.

Editorial
Session 2015-16 has been very successful as
evidenced by:
•

•

•
•

The James Watt dinner was a special Gala
Event to commemorate the 250th anniversary
of James Watt’s ‘Flash of Inspiration’ that is
often identified as a trigger for the industrial
revolution. Over 430 people attended,
probably the biggest number since the
heyday of shipbuilding.
The lecture series was also very successful.
The highlight was the talk on the salvage
operation to raise the Italian cruise liner, the
Costa Concordia. We teamed up with 4
other institutions to achieve an attendance
figure of over 400. We are very pleased
that our collaborative approach has led to
five joint lectures with other Institutions in
session 2015/2016.
We have continued with our members’ visits;
please see article on page 7.
At our recent AGM members were delighted
about the positive state of the Institution’s
finances, and the increase in membership
from younger engineers.

•

Our contribution to Primary Engineer
has provided support for their activities
in schools across Scotland. Their work is
very important in encouraging the next
generations of engineers and I urge any
members who have a few spare hours to
support their efforts . Not only is it beneficial
to the profession it is also great fun! Please
contact Laura for details.
• Stephen of Linthouse, Sandy Stephen’s
account of the latter years of his family
shipbuilding firm published by IESIS has
been selling well.
• The profeng.org website continues to be a
popular source of information for young
people considering a career in engineering.
• The Energy Strategy Group can claim some
success in opening up the discussion about
the need for energy policy to be subject to
engineering methodology
We are looking forward to inaugurating
Karen Dinardo as our first female President in
October this year.
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Karoo Conqueror
We are delighted that Professor Dugald Cameron
has donated to the Institution his magnificent
painting of the Karoo Conqueror, the steam

locomotive that is now exhibited in the Riverside
Museum in Glasgow - see front cover. We are
most grateful to Dugald for this gift.

The caption for the painting reads:
From the Kelvin to the Karoo and back again.
Class 15F 4-8-2 steam locomotive No 3007
Built in Glasgow by the North British Locomotive
Company in 1945 for the South African Railways
Returned to Glasgow in 2007 for the Riverside
Museum
Painting by Dugald Cameron, former Director of the
Glasgow School of Art
Presented to IESIS by the artist, February 2016
See also Dugald’s very interesting article on page 12.
Copies of the paintings are on sale via IESIS office. The price will include a contribution to the IESIS
Education Fund, see the ‘In brief’ section of this Newsletter. Please contact Laura for further information.

IESIS and Social Media
Over the past year, the Institution has
consolidated its social media efforts around
the Facebook and Twitter accounts. For those
who use these sites but have not yet visited the
IESIS pages, we’d encourage you to do so. The
addresses are facebook.com/IESIS1857/ and
@iesis1857
Twitter allows us to post short message about
the Institution’s activities and other Engineering
subjects, while Facebook allows us to provide
more detail about events and topics. We
also provide links to other sites with fuller
information where this is appropriate.
We have covered all of the Institution’s evening
talks and other events, usually with pictures and
in some cases video, which is something we will
try to do more of next session.
When we published photographs of the James
Watt Dinner in October 2015, there was a big
increase in visiotrs to the IESIS Facebook page
and we hope that all of those who looked up
pictures of themselves and their friends have
continued to visit and pass on the link to others.
This coordination of the Institution’s activities
and communications is part of the effort to
improve what we offer our members and

potential members and we would encourage as
many of you as possible to visit the social media
pages and post your own stories, comments and
pictures. And of course the IESIS suite of websites
is continuously updated with Institution news.
The main IESIS website is at www.iesis.org but
the topic websites are
The Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame - www.
engineeringhalloffame.org
The ‘Professional Engineer’ careers page www.
profeng.org
The IESIS Energy page for policy on power
generation, www.iesisenergy.org
The Centre for Professional Competence www.
profeng.org/cpec
The Third Axis Thinking page www.iesis.
org/thirdaxis that discusses the application of
engineering methodology to other walks of life.
While articles, comments, posts and pictures are
always gladly received, we would also be very
happy to welcome admin assistance, particularly
with the Facebook and Twitter pages, which are
currently guided by Council Members Derek
Elder and Ian Barton.
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The Professional Engineering Group

IESIS Fellow David Watson continues to keep
the profeng.org website up to date with the
latest information about careers and salaries. It
makes interesting reading. For example:

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Engineers enjoy 5 of the top 10 graduate
salaries in UK.
Starting salaries in engineering are 22%
higher than the mean for all graduates.
Average starting salary of £27,100 is second
only Medicine and Dentistry.
In 2014 there were approximately 205,000
Professional (i.e. Chartered and Incorporated)
engineers registered with the UK Engineering
Council.
It has been estimated that the UK will need
107,000 new engineers with Degrees and
other qualifications per year from 2012 until
2022 and an annual shortfall of 40,000 per
year is predicted.

•

In 2014, engineering contributed £1.2 trillion
in turnover to the UK Gross Domestic
Product which almost a quarter of the
turnover of all businesses in the UK.
Engineering’s financial contribution to the
economy (called GVA) is 3.4 times that of the
financial sector and 2.2 times our combined
Retail and Wholesale sector.
Engineering pays 24% of all UK taxes.

Group members Derek Elder, Robert Harley,
Gordon Neilson and David Watson represented
IESIS advising at career events at schools.
Efforts are continuing to get more top engineers
to give talks at schools about engineering as a
career. Suggestions for names for this would be
welcomed.

We have developed a Powerpoint presentation and a handout for use at such events.
Members who want to use these please contact Laura at the IESIS office.

Glasgow Caledonian University IESIS Prize winners 2015
On 18th November 2016 Vice-President Karen
Dinardo presented IESIS awards to students at
Glasgow Caledonian University:
William Brown - Best Student Award for
BEng(Hons) in Computer Aided Mechanical
Engineering
Dale Cassidy - Best Student Award for

With Natalie Henderson and
Dale Cassidy

BEng(Hons) in Mechanical-Electronic Systems
Engineering
Natalie Michelle Harris - Best Student Award
for BEng (Hons) in Electrical Power Engineering
Gary Ga Wai Sung - Best Student Award for
BEng (Hons) in Mechanical & Power Plant
Systems Engineering

With Gary Ga Wa Sung

With William Brown
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Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame
The Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame is in its 5th year and has celebrated the achievements of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Meikle
James Watt
Thomas Telford
James Young
Sir William Thomson
Percy Pilcher
William Douglas Weir
William Macquorn Rankine

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

James Clerk Maxwell
Dorothee Pullinger
Douglas Anderson
John Rennie
Sir William Arrol
Hugh Gill
John Elder
Sir Robert Watson-Watt

The first meeting of the 2016 of the Selection Panel
was held on 30th March at the Glasgow Women’s
Library. The results of this year’s deliberations will
be revealed at the James Watt Dinner on Friday 7th
October.
The Selection Committee represents a cross-section
of engineering institutions and historical organisations. Their meetings have been held in both Glasgow
and Edinburgh in a variety of places of engineering
interest such as James Clerk Maxwell’s house in Edinburgh, the Riverside Museum, 39 Elmbank Crescent in Glasgow.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dr Robert Stirling
Robert Napier
Thomas Brown
Sir George Bruce
Henry Dyer
John Logie Baird
Sir Donald Miller

“And the next inductee is ………..”
The Selection Panel are keen to receive nominations for engineers who could be considered for the Hall of Fame. If you have any
suggestions for nominees – especially living,
working, role models please pass the details
on to Laura or through the Hall of Fame
website:
engineeringhalloffame.org

Dr Carol Marsh wins the FDM Everywoman Inspiration Award
On the 23rd
F e b r u a r y
2 0 1 6 , D r
Carol
Marsh,
Electronics
Design Process
Manager
from
Finmeccanica
Aerospace
and
Defence Systems
Division,
was
announced as the winner of the 2016 FDM
Everywoman in Technology Inspiration Award,
sponsored by VMware. FDM is a global
professional services provider and Everywoman
is an expert in the advancement of women in
business. The annual award shines the spotlight
on accomplished role models who are achieving
success in their field, while simultaneously
inspiring others to pursue a career in engineering.
Despite the demanding nature of her role at
Finmeccanica, Carol is determined to bring about
change for women in engineering by acting as role
model. She is a Past President of WES, chair of

the IET Scotland South East Local Network and a
STEM ambassador. Carol inspires future engineers
by organising STEM events for school girls;
encourages female students to become engineers
by managing the WES Student Conference and the
Doris Gray fund which distributed over £110,000
in grants over ten years; motivates women to
stay in engineering through mentoring, award
nominations and supporting flexible work hours.
During the day she assists with the development
of electronics engineers, whilst equally ensuring
that all complex electronic designs follow a Civil
Aviation compliant process.
Carol said:” I was so impressed by the quality
of the work by the other nominees that I was
totally surprised when I won. It is great to be
recognised for the work I do in inspiring women
in engineering, but the award is about inspiring
girls to become engineers, encouraging women to
stay in engineering and to spread the word that
women can have a fantastic career in engineering.”
Carol recently became a Fellow of IESIS as
a result new recruitment strategy at our annual
dinner.
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Members’ visits
In the last two years we have organised outings for members. We have visited the Maid of the Loch,
Hunterston Power Station, Glasgow Central Station and the Maritime Museum.

We are investigating visits to the Queensferry Crossing and BAE Systems.
We would like to hear from you – what visits, outings or events would you like IESIS to organise on
behalf of members? Please contact Laura with your suggestions, secretary@iesis.org t-0141 248 3721

In brief
Scottish Maritime Strategy

Following on from Patrick Carnie’s paper to IESIS
in December 2014, a meeting was organised by
IESIS to discuss with interested parties ways
forward for developing a Scottish Maritime
Strategy. At a subsequent meeting Patrick and
Iain MacLeod discussed the issue with Gordon
Venters who is responsible for developments in
the maritime sector within Scottish Enterprise.
We hope to report soon on positive actions for
the development of a Scottish Maritime Strategy.

News of past presidents

Past President Gordon Masterton has been
appointed to the Chair of Future Infrastructure
in the School of Engineering at the University of
Edinburgh. He has also been appointed to the
Independent Assessment Panel for High Speed
Rail 2 (HS2)
Past President Iain Macleod gave at talk on
the contribution of Scottish physicist James
Clerk Maxwell to structural mechanics as part
of a one day conference on Inspiring Brilliance:
Celebrating Maxwell’s Genius and Legacy. This
was held in November 2015 at the Royal Society of
Edinburgh. The purpose of the conference was to
celebrate the 150th anniversary of the publication
of Clerk Maxwell’s paper on electromagnetism
that is considered to be one of the most important
scientific papers ever published. Clerk Maxwell’s
contributions to physics stand beside those of
Newton and Einstein. The talks at the conference

are available on video at:
http://www.clerkmaxwellfoundation.org/html/
video.html

Stanley Tweddle

It is with regret that we report the death of Stanley
Tweddle. Stanley was awarded an Honorary
Fellowship in 2015 for his contribution to
engineering over his lifetime, particularly his
work on the Mulberry Harbours in World War
Two

K’nex Competition 2015

Last year IESIS was a sponsor of the K’nex
Competition the aims of which are to engage
primary 5 and 6 pupils to work together, to
design, build and problem solve and to work
against the clock! The competition was a great
success. the Final winners were Ewan Dunsmuir
and Jakob Sutherland from Lainshaw Primary
School and Cameron Court and Riley McCrae
from Newington Primary School.

Education Fund

A proposal has been agreed by Council to set up
an IESIS Education Fund that would be used
to support educational initiatives and student
activities. It is intended that the existence of the
Fund would result in increased monies being
available to extend the scope of our activities
in this area. For example, payments for copies
of Dugald Cameron’s painting (see cover) will
include a contribution to the Fund.
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NEW COUNCIL MEMBERS
Ms Michelle Grant

Michelle is 36 years old and is engaged to David Montgomery who is also a member
of IESIS and on the council of the IMarEst Aberdeen branch. She came to engineering
late having taken on board other peoples’ views and opinions and followed a social care
route for the most part of her early adult career. After having 3 children she felt that
she wanted more for their future than settling for what people expected of them and
embarked on a change in career path. She studied engineering at James Watt College
and during this time discovered WES and IESIS. She says that if it was not for the
support of some very admirable individuals in particular Suzanne Flynn, she may not
have had the courage to be where she is now. Michelle applied for an apprenticeship
in manufacturing engineering with Rolls Royce in 2008 and successfully became time
served in 2011. She continued to work for RR until September 2014 and then moved to
Aberdeen to work in the repair and overhaul of gas turbines with Ethos Energy, She left
that company in March 2015 and has spent the last year supporting her younger son
who was diagnosed with Tourette syndrome. She has been accepted for a teaching role
in the marine engineering sector.

Mr Bryan Little

Bryan is a Chartered Mechanical Engineer and graduate of the University of
Strathclyde from 1989. He is developing a new career direction having started life in oil
and gas with Total Oil Marine in Aberdeen and then with the wider Total E&P group
in France, Angola and Argentina. This was followed by a second industrial period of
almost 10 years in science facilities construction. He was the construction and site
manager for the UK’s ‘VISTA’ telescope in Chile and took over the project manager role
for the facility delivery for the final year of commissioning, performance verification
and customer acceptance (late 2009). VISTA is a 4m class telescope dedicated to wide
field infrared astronomy. As an independent consultant and contracting engineering
project manager Bryan has continued to work in the telescope business with recent
involvement in projects destined for top astronomical locations such as Australia, South
Africa and of course Chile.
His professional interests cover the energy and particularly renewable energy sectors
although he has a continued interest in science facilities and a general interest in any
kind of complex engineering construction. Bryan is married with a young family and
lives in Edinburgh. His hobbies include curling, golf and sailing.

Mr Paul Sweeney

Born and raised in Glasgow, Paul Sweeney graduated from the University of Glasgow
prior to joining BAE Systems in 2011. Coming from a family of Clyde shipbuilders,
his passion for the industry – both historical and contemporary – was fostered at an
early age. He worked in a diverse range of roles at BAE; from international business
development, the fitting out and sea trials of the Type 45 Destroyers, to helping develop
the company’s Lean Learning Academy. Latterly, he was Operations Strategy Coordinator
at BAE Systems, which oversaw the long-term development of all manufacturing and
production activities across the Clyde shipyards.
Paul also led the development of an innovative Virtual Reality design system that
was voted as one of the top 16 projects in BAE Systems during 2014. His sustained
work in driving BAE Systems’ involvement in the creation of the new Fairfield Heritage
Centre at Govan Shipyard received a Manufacturing Champions award for Community
Engagement in Engineering.
He recently joined Scottish Enterprise as an Account Manager, where he works
intensively with the leadership of companies across the Defence, Marine, Shipbuilding
and Aerospace sectors based in Scotland, ranging from start-ups with high growth
potential to established first tier global firms, in order to enable them to identify
and deliver key projects to grow sustainably and better compete within the global
marketplace - maximising value for those firms and the wider Scottish industrial base.
Paul is also actively engaged in a number of initiatives aimed at conserving and
promoting Glasgow’s architectural and industrial heritage; including serving as Secretary
of the Springburn Winter Gardens Trust, which aims to restore the landmark A-listed
Hothouse originally built at Springburn Park in 1900 by the family of James Reid, the
locomotive manufacturer and past president of IESIS.
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David Westmore FIES – incoming Vice President

David has worked
as a Naval Architect
throughout
his
career,
having
graduated
from
the University of
Newcastle
upon
Tyne with a B.Sc.
(Hons) in Naval
Architecture
and
Shipbuilding
in
1976. He has been a
Member of the Royal
Institution of Naval Architects and a Chartered
Engineer since 1983 and a Fellow of IESIS for
more than 20 years, having served much of that
time as an active member of council.
David was a BSI committee member on the recent
update of BS 6349-3:2013 “Maritime works.
Code of practice for the design of shipyards
and sea locks” and has presented a number of
papers on floating drydocks for IESIS, RINA
and various Dry Dock Conferences in the USA.
David also serves on the Master Court of the
Hammermen of Glasgow and currently oversees
the Hammermen Awards for Engineering
students.
David began his career as a Naval Architect

working for Sir J.H.Biles & Co. Ltd in London
before moving to their Paisley Office working
on a variety of vessels including fishing vessels,
dredgers, tugs, multi-purpose cargo ships and
light vessels. In 1983 he moved back to London
to take up a position as Associate Director of
Clark & Standfield working mainly on floating
docks before returning to Paisley in 1989 as
Clark & Standfield’s Managing Director. He
subsequently became a director of the Lobnitz
Marine Group on its formation in 1995
incorporating Clark & Standfield, Seadrec, and
Alluvial Dredges and became responsible for all
Naval Architectural matters within the group.
This involved working with a wide range of
vessel types such as floating drydocks, dock
gates, dredges (bucket, cutter suction, bucket
wheel and trailing suction), fishing vessels,
FPSOs etc undertaking designs, construction
supervision, surveys, feasibility studies etc. This
has taken him to various countries within the
Middle East, Asia, Africa, Australasia, America
and Europe. He is currently the Managing
Director of the Lobnitz Marine Group.
Many of the projects that David has worked on
have involved a variety of engineering disciplines
and he is keenly aware of the benefits of the
multidisciplinary approach that IESIS promotes.

Strathclyde University Racing Car – The Formula for Success!
We were very pleased that the “University
of Strathclyde Motorsport Team” (USM)
participated at our James Watt Dinner in
October 2015.
I approached the Team Leaders Colin Waddell
and David Devoy to request they attend at
Glasgow Academy (my former school) to present
their project, to which they readily agreed.
The students did a great job and the pupils were
inspired: their avid questions kept coming for
over an hour!
IESIS is always very pleased to actively support
budding young engineers and our thanks go to
the helpful students.

The pupils, car and 2 of the University Team, in
the School foyer, December 2015.
Karen Dinardo
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Lecture Programme and Venues for 2016-2017
Wednesday 28th September 2016 -The University Lecture
‘The Tay Rail Bridge Disaster, was Thomas Bouch negligent?’
Professor Iain MacLeod
Glasgow Caledonian University, lecture room tbc, 15.00.
Tuesday 4th October 2016
‘The Presidential Address’
Ms Karen Dinardo
17.30 for 18.15
The Trust Hall, The Clydeport Building,
16 Robertson Street, Glasgow, G2 8DS
Tuesday 8th November 2016
‘TBC’
Venue tbc
Tuesday 13th December 2016 - Joint Meeting with RINA
‘TBC’
17.45 for 18.30
Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre,
Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
Tuesday 10th January 2017 - Joint meeting with IMarEST
‘Experiences of docking vessels on the local slipways on the West coast of Scotland’
Jonathon Davies, Caledonian MacBrayne
17.30 for 18.00
City of Glasgow College. 21 Thistle Street, Glasgow, G5 9XB
Tuesday 7th February 2017
‘Disposal of radioactive waste’
Dr Rebecca Lunn
17.45 for 18.30
Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre,
Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
Tuesday 7th March 2017 – The MacMillan Lecture
‘Project Management on the Queensferry Crossing’
David Climie and Michael Martin
17.45 for 18.30
Lecture room 301, McCance Lecture Theatre,
Richmond Street, Glasgow, G1 1XQ
April 18th 2017 – AGM plus Members’ meeting
17.30 for 18.15
The Trust Hall, The Clydeport Building,
16 Robertson Street, Glasgow, G2 8DS
CPD certificates will be available on the evenings
10											
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The James Watt Dinner
2016

Featuring the
Scottish Engineering Hall of Fame
IESIS.org | EngineeringHall ofFame.org | facebook

The Radisson Blu Hotel, Argyle Street, Glasgow
Friday 7th October 2016, 6.15 for 7.00pm
The James Watt Dinner is hosted by IESIS, Scotland’s only multidisciplinary professional
engineering body. Guests are welcome as a group of friends or family, as a corporate group, or as
individuals. Our Dinner provides a thoroughly enjoyable, excellent value evening.
The Hall of Fame celebrates the contribution of outstanding Scottish Engineers.
The much anticipated announcement of the inductees for 2016 will be made during the evening.
Tickets are £54.00 each and include:
Four course meal plus coffee
Complimentary glass of bubbly on arrival
‘Dram’ toast to James Watt
Entertainment – our guest speaker- the very, very, funny Reverend Ian Miller
Hall of Fame announcements, raffle, networking and socialising opportunities.
Information on the event and hotel accommodation including special rates
Please contact IESIS, 16 Robertson Street, Glasgow G2 8DS or secretary@iesis.org
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Article
The Art of Engineering. Professor Dugald Cameron OBE DSc DA
“Engineering is, in my view, one of the great arts of
mankind, probably the greatest as it imaginatively
combines arts and sciences, technologies and design
to create products which can be greater than any
of these on their own and does so in the service of
humankind.”
I am inspired by the words of the late Lord Black
for the genesis of this proposition.

Designing and making things is what has
characterised the progress of civilisation through
the ages and Scotland; dare I say Glasgow and the
West of Scotland might claim that as its birthright or
was that in the past? Well, I don’t think so as I see
what is being made which looks to the present and
the future - for instance Clyde Space at Finnieston
and its cube satellites opening up the uses of such
technologies to wider markets internationally.
During my life I have been fascinated by
engineering particularly aviation and railways but
in all aspects by drawing, the language of making
things whether by the humble and unbeatable pencil,
or by sophisticated digital computers - batteries not
included!
The Glasgow School of Art (GSA) owes its
existence to the Glasgow Government School of
Design, opened in January 1845, one of a number
established during the 1840s to ’assist local industry’
in the design of their products. The fine arts and crafts
came later but drawing was the core activity. Some
of todays’ universities originated in these places e.g.
the University of the West of Scotland in Paisley was
originally a Government School of Design.
During my time teaching and practising industrial
design in the 1960s and ‘70s I formed the view that
maybe engineering education had become too much
an abstraction of the real thing in academia with the
abandoning of the old sandwich courses. Certainly
the courses did not seem to be attracting enough
of the brightest students and female students were
scarce. Design did not feature greatly. Could we reintroduce engineering design to GSA . Having been
in charge of industrial design which I studied at GSA,

and had become Head of the school of Design and
Craft I thought that maybe using the long experience
we had in teaching industrial design at GSA might be
a way to improve matters.

I worked on the idea determining that any new
engineering course should be fully accredited with
the IMechE thus necessitating an academic partner
to satisfy the formal aspects of such a course. I
got it with the enthusiastic collaboration of Prof
Brian Scott of the Department of Mechanical
Engineering of the University of Glasgow. GSA had
been in partnership with GU for some time with its
Mackintosh School of Architecture and for a short
time Planning. It took but a few months in the 1980s
to achieve the agreement of both institutions and
then the accreditation of the IMechE - the latter being
given immediately at their visit. Very satisfying. That
timescale could not be achieved these days - trust
has been so reduced in the academic world with the
malign growth of ‘managerialism’.
This Bachelor and Masters of Engineering in
Product Design Engineering, taught between two
long established Glaswegian institutions gives
its students, I believe, the best of both worlds as
witnessed by the invariably inspiring, annual Degree
Show open, as it has always been at GSA, to the
public, commerce and industry. Educating engineers
through the creative design process - real products
for the real world, supported by the necessary
relevant analytic techniques and technologies.
The course was headed by my successor in Product
Design, Norman McNally who initially continued
to supervise the original course in tandem. The two
are separate but complementary. He was succeeded
by Alastair Macdonald and then the present Head,
Craig Whittet. Graham Green and Tony Fairlie Clark
were their opposite numbers in GU at the outset and
many others from both places have subsequently
contributed greatly to this educational enterprise
over the years.
This year the course will celebrate the 25th
Anniversary of the first graduations. From the
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Article (cont)
outset it has attracted very high calibre students of
whom usually around 50% are female. Thus GSA
is still doing what it was intended to do from its
establishment in 1845.

(a)				

(b)

(a )Modular wheelchair using aluminium extrusions
- designed by David Brown and Alasdair Fleming in
1973
(b)Powered wheelchair designed by PDE student
Ramsay Black in 2015
Designing being a creative activity focused on the
product first, might suggest that other disciplines
could benefit from such an approach. Maybe
mathematics, still a difficult ‘sell’ could be taught
through its practical applications? I continually
meet people who tell me that if only they had been
told what it was for, the maths lessons might have
been easier to understand and possibly as exciting as
mathematics is. I am one of those who having bodyswerved maths for so long, have come back to it and
have begun to appreciate its wonders. Sticking my
neck out, I find that when I ask my mathematician
friends a question it is usually answered by more
mathematics - is there not a sentence or two in plain
English for every mathematical expression? Worth
a try?
Against this is the determined dumbing down
of our institutions - displays are more interested in
telling us what people eat in aeroplanes and what
the crew wore than how and why they work - so
much for trying to advance enthusiasm for Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. Our
Museums, or maybe we should describe them as
‘visitor attractions’, seem to be part of the problem
rather than as they could and should be, part of the
solution
From the Garden of Academe BC to Queens Park
in 1945 is quite a conceptual (dreadful word in art
circles these days) leap but let me say something

about that fine example of engineering that is
No3007, a Class 15F 4-8-2 steam locomotive built
by the erstwhile North British locomotive Company
of Glasgow (NBL) and currently in the Riverside
Museum in Glasgow.
The 15Fs were specified by the Engineering Dept
of the South African Railways (SAR) before WW2
and produced by NBL, Henschel in Germany and
Beyer Peacock. Of the 255 produced, 204 were built
by NBL in three batches making them the largest
class of steam locomotives on the African Continent.
How right that No 3007 should have come home!
The Class 15Fs were the same as the predecessors
of the Class 15E differing only in having Walshaerts
valve gear as opposed to rotary poppet gear.
In 1910, David Hendrie who had emigrated
to South Africa from Inverness and the Highland
Railway to become Chief Mechanical Engineer at
SAR, introduced the 4-8-2 wheel arrangement, the
first to do so anywhere, just as he had, I would,
suggest, the 4-6-0 to this country. David Jones as his
boss usually gets the credit but it would have been
David Hendrie who was truly behind it.
The 15Es were designed by Allan G Watson who
was educated in Glasgow from 1896 at The Glasgow
and West of Scotland Technical College, now The
University of Strathclyde and worked with Neilsons
locomotive company at the turn of the 19th/20th
Century. Thus Watson can reasonably claim credit
for the Class 15Fs and our 3007. They were for
very many years the premier passenger locomotives
of the SAR system. They were more advanced than
much that was being built for UK railways at the
time, simple and rugged and having bar frames and
using roller bearings It could be said that they paved
the way for the magnificent Class 25, condensers
and 25NC, non-condensers - the former perhaps the
finest steam locomotives ever?
Thanks to the efforts of enthusiasts, the North
British Locomotive Preservation Group who have
striven over the years to preserve locomotives built
by the NBL, we have one or two back in the UK
including the mighty Class 25NC at Quainton Road,
Bucks and there is the huge, 4-8-2+ 2-8-4, GMAM
Beyer Garratt locomotive, No 4112 languishing at
Summerlee, built by NBL under contract to Beyer,
Peacock in 1957.
These are all fine examples of the art of engineering
like Ex GSA sculptor Andy Scott, creator of
the Kelpies, a true and rare example of serious
collaboration between an artist and engineers. They
serve to remind us of our past and can inspire us for
the future.
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Article
Predicting the performance of the electricity system - Iain MacLeod
The Levelised Cost Method is a relatively simple
method for making estimates of cost of electricity
generation that is appropriate for use in long term
planning. In 2011 IESIS made available on its energy
website a spreadsheet for calculating such cost for a
range of generation types The spreadsheet was written
by IESIS Fellow Colin Gibson who formerly held the
post of Power Network Director with the National
Grid Company in which role he was responsible for
both the technical and the commercial performance
of the National Grid. Colin’s spreadsheet includes
a probabilistic method to assess the range of costs.
In 2014 another spreadsheet authored by Colin
Gibson that estimates future risks to security of
supply for the GB system was made available on
the IESIS energy website. The calculation uses an
equivalent thermal capacity for the contribution
from wind. This is a very approximate method but
a more accurate approach was not available at that
time. The risk is estimated by assuming normal
distributions for the demand and for generation
and calculating what is called the ‘Loss of load
probability (LOLP)’ This is the approach that was
formerly used to assess risk to security of supply
of the electricity system. The standard used preprivatisation was that major system faults should
not occur more often than four years in 100 i.e. a
4% standard. Based on generation mixes published
by the National Grid Company (NGC), the results
from the spreadsheet indicate that the probability of
failure increases from 8% in 2013/14 to nearly 40%
by 2020.
Dr Capell Aris, an expert in the analysis of
power systems, worked closely with Colin Gibson
when the latter was the Manager of the Dinorwic
Pumped Storage Power Station in Wales. Capell
was the Control, Instrumentation and Information
Technology Manager at the station. He recently set
up a model of the GB wind fleet to assess how it
affects the GB electricity system. (Note that it is the
GB system because it does not include N Ireland).

Sufficient data is not available about the performance
of GB wind farms so he decided to create a set of
virtual wind farms simulated from weather data. To
do this using Met Office data would have cost of the
order of £0.5m but he found that weather data is
available free for airports in GB and other Western
European countries. These airports are suitably
spaced around the country.

His virtual wind fleet has an installed capacity
of 10 GW that approximates to the that of the
GB system in 2015. The results of his simulation
show the very high level of intermittency of the
wind power input to the system. They also show
quite long periods of low wind power that not only
pertain across the GB system but also across adjacent
European countries. This confirms the results of
other studies that proposals to create a European
supergrid to cater for intermittent generation need
to be very carefully analysed for effectiveness.
A similar exercise based on weather data at the
airports, was carried out for a 9 GW fleet of solar
energy generators. The pattern of intermittency for
solar power is different from that of wind with, of
course, major seasonal and diurnal variations and
zero output at normal times of peak winter demand.
An important analysis was made of the potential of
pump storage to compensate for the combined wind
and solar fleet. It is quite easy to do a ‘back of an
envelope’ estimate of the amount of storage capacity
needed to avoid having thermal generation plant for
backup. As far as we know, this is the first time that
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Article (cont)
an assessment of such capacity has been carried out
based on data for the intermittent generation. The
results from this model show that an energy storage
capacity of the equivalent of 33 Dinorwic facilities
would be needed to compensate for the intermittency.
Dinorwic, is one of four pumped storage stations in
the system providing about one third of the total GB
pumped storage capacity. A station like Dinorwic
would now cost about £2bn. Sufficient pumped
storage would therefore cost £50 - 60 bn. Even if such
expenditure could be contemplated, there are not
enough suitable construction sites. Pumped storage
is therefore unlikely to be a candidate solution for
controlling intermittency of generation.
The next task was to use Colin’s approach to
calculating the risk to security of supply but using
a combined probability of output from data for
wind, solar and thermal generators. This provides a
significantly more accurate estimate of the effect of
the wind and solar generators on the risk on security
of supply than the equivalent thermal capacity
approach. On the basis of an LOLP probability
of 8% (i.e. double the risk level used prior to
privatisation of the system) the calculations indicate
that significantly more backup generation would be
needed than that predicted by the NGC study. The

latter study uses a different type of risk criterion
called ‘Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE)’. Capell
and Colin would have preferred to use an LOLE
criterion but were not able to find out how it had
been implemented by NGC.
Capell then updated the 2011 levelised cost
spreadsheet to include solar generation, new capital
costs for offshore wind generation, recent costs for
nuclear and costs for coal with carbon capture and
storage (CCS) based on those for a the Canadian
Boundary Dam project. Information about the
study will shortly be uploaded to the iesisenergy.org
website.
Planning decisions for the electricity system
have been made without assessment of their
consequences. The simulations carried out by Aris
and Gibson demonstrate that, even with very limited
resources, it is possible to make useful assessments
of the efficacy of proposals for development of the
system. That such assessment should be carried out
before decisions are taken is beyond question. The
need for the Government to adopt such an approach
using the most reliable data and the most advanced
methods available is manifest.

IESIS Library
There are two ways in which one can search
for items: One can do a full text search on all the
volumes or one can search the ‘metadata’. For the
transactions volumes the metadata comprises: Title,
Volume number , Year.
There is work to be done to make the papers
available as separate items. Actions needed are:
• To split the volumes into papers
• To define the metadata for each paper i.e.
to establish for each paper this list of items:
Title, Author, Pages, Paper Number, Volume
Number, Year.

We are very pleased to announce that the IESIS
Transactions about to become available to members
on our digital library. Members will shortly receive a
message with a URL to access it.
Douglas McCrae has done very good work
in setting this up. He customised the free library
software Omeka to our needs. The pages of the
library website use the IESIS website house style.

Volumes 148 and 149 have been split and have
metadata assigned to them. A metadata search in
papers at present only searches papers in this volume.
We need support to set up the metadata for all the
papers. Volunteers for this would be welcome but
some funds have been allocated for this purpose. If
you can help or know someone who might take on
some of this work please contact Laura at the IESIS
Office.
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Article
Reassessing an industrial genius: The commemoration of James Watt.
Daniela Wellnitz, Scottish Maritime Museum (SMM) and Scottish Transport and
Industry Collections and Knowledge network (STICK)
“I sell here, Sir, what all the world desires to have Power.” 1

Matthew Boulton thus summarised the immense
impact of the invention of the separate condenser
by his Scottish business partner James Watt
in one word: Power. This power was a direct
outcome of Watts famous eureka moment,
during a Sunday walk on Glasgow Green in
1765 when the idea for enhancing the efficiency
of Thomas Newcomen’s steam engine came
into his mind. Four years later, Watt patented
the engine with his separate condenser which
subsequently drove the industrial revolution.
Watt’s invention created a new industrial,
technical and economical dynamic featuring
effective power as a highly demanded product
worldwide. As this power matters to all of us,
commemorating James Watt’s legacy with the
250th anniversary of the granting of the separate
condenser patent and the 200th anniversary of
Watt’s death in 2019, unites us all in a global
context.
In order to fully determine the nature of
James Watt’s contribution to the modern world
and the separate condenser’s intellectual and
commercial aftermath, the Scottish Transport
and Industrial Collections Knowledge Network
(STICK) and colleagues from IESIS Glasgow
University, Heriot Watt University, Historic
Environment Scotland, National Museums of
Scotland, the Newcomen Society, Inverclyde
and Falkirk Councils, Scottish Council for the
Development of Industry (scdi) and the Women’s
Engineering Society has launched a James Watt
commemoration project entitled Celebrating
James Watt: shaping the modern world.
The most recent event held by the Celebrating
James Watt Group was a reception at the
Scottish Parliament at Holyrood, Edinburgh on
19th January 2016. Some 120 attendees listened
as the sponsoring MSP Angus MacDonald
(Falkirk East), Aileen Campbell MSP (Minister
for Children and Young People) and Professor
Gordon Masterton (Edinburgh University)
impressed upon the attendees the importance
of understanding and communicating past
innovations and achievements within science,

industry and technology to young people to
help enthuse and encourage uptake of STEM
subjects within Scottish education as well as
celebrating James Watt and the places important
to his formative development such as Greenock,
Glasgow and Kinneil.
There have been other events over the last
few years at the Scottish Maritime Museum,
the McLean Museum, Greenock, and Glasgow
University which celebrated the innovations and
genius of Watt and his contemporaries and its
relevance today. Celebrating James Watt: shaping
the modern world Group now want to build the
momentum towards 2019 not only in Scotland
but throughout the UK and beyond towards a
festival of celebration. Such a commemorative
festival with a range of events accommodating
the multi-faceted figure of James Watt and his
life’s numerous parallels for science, education
and industry in the 21st century would be a
fitting tribute to James Watt, his life and times.
For this larger festival approach, the Celebrating
James Watt Group hopes for future cooperation
with new partners in an international context.
Over and above its Scottish roots, the
international significance of the “Watt Story”
could be shared and completed with innovative
chapters about the global recognition of James
Watt as a pioneer of industrial modernity and
its impact on international industrial and social
history. The variety of options and ideas related
to the commemoration events will benefit from
international cooperation for commemorating
Watt’s legacy in the present and encouraging
further projects in the future.
In order to establish a knowledge sharing
network and to develop future collaboration,
stakeholders from the same field of interest are
most welcome to visit the Celebrating James
Watt Group website page kindly supplied by
IESIS. You can also follow us on Twitter. You
can contact STICK directly at http://www.
stickssn.org/site/.
1. Matthew Boulton in 1776 about the improved steam engine invented
by James Watt and brought into production at Boulton’s manufactory
in Birmingham. Reference see: http://todayinsci.com/W/Watt_James/
WattJames-Quotations.htm
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Book Review
The Silent Deep: The Royal Navy Submarine Service since 1945
by Peter Hennessy and James Jinks
Allen Lane, an imprint of Penguin Books, 2015, Hardback £30
Pages: xxxviii & 823
Notes and index
Excellent small profile drawings of all submarines from 1945 onwards
that served in the navies of the Soviet Union/Russia, the United States and
the United Kingdom
ISBN: 978-1-846-14580-3
Published just last year, this splendid book is an
in-depth history of the Royal Navy Submarine
Service covering the seventy years from the
end of the Second World War. Written by two
academics, this large volume gives a penetrating
analysis of a service which has changed
dramatically in style and form, and now is in
full charge of Britain’s nuclear deterrent.
It is amazing to look back and realise that
the Royal Navy has been working with nuclear
propulsion since the 1950s, and that an overall
total of over thirty nuclear powered submarines
(SSN) and nuclear powered ballistic missile
submarines (SSBN) have been delivered in a
span of close to sixty years. The book examines
the final years of the war built submarines
and the change of strategy as our country
withdrew from military commitments in the Far
East, highlighting the need for a new breed of
submarine designed with NATO requirements
in mind.
The Cold War ensured that the Navy were
quick to learn the “cat and mouse” tactics in
dealing with the Soviet fleet under the waters of
the Norwegian Sea and elsewhere. The Cold War
also revitalised the special relationship with the
United States Navy, and led to the introduction
of nuclear propulsion and in the fullness of time
a close working relationship between the two
navies and later between British and American
shipbuilders and engineers. None of this was
easy at the start and the book is amazingly
frank about the difficulties experienced by
personnel at all levels - from senior statesmen
to operational commanders: The role of the
redoubtable Admiral Rickover USN gets more
than a passing mention!

Design features
are
mentioned
at every stage as
well as the quite
massive undertaking of hull construction – now
all carried out at the Devonshire Dock in Barrowin-Furness. The design, the hull construction and
sea trials are explained in detail and the reader
is made aware of the enormous investment in
constructing one of these mammoth boats.
From this one is led to the specialist training of
modern submariners, and the need for a long
term recruitment strategy based on nuclear
boats alone since the controversial decision to
phase out conventional submarine in the 1990s.
Operational work is described throughout the
book and on completion of what is undoubtedly
a “marathon read” one has a much greater
understanding and respect for the crews of both
the Attack and the Ballistic submarines, and
even more for their Commanders who prowl
deep waters trusting that their hulls remain
silent, safe and immune from detection. The
book acknowledges that our boats have had
some serious incidents, with at least one minor
collision with a boat of the Russian Fleet.
As we are on the point of completing the
current six boat contract for the Astute class
– and as we are about to make a decision at
Westminster regarding the replacement of our
SSBNs – currently the Vanguard class – then
surely it is time for everyone to be aware of
the political, military and cost implications. Do
read this book.
FRED M WALKER FIES
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Obituary
Dr Andrew G Spyrou (1920-2015)
Andrew Spyrou was born on the Greek island of
Syros into a family of seafarers. In 1939 he earned
a three-year government scholarship to the Royal
Technical College in Glasgow — now Strathclyde
University. After graduation, he joined Lloyd’s
Register, beginning his career as a field ship surveyor
in the Clyde district.
In 1951, he joined the Onassis Group, initially as
technical representative and later as technical director.
During this time he was responsible for converting a
World War II Canadian frigate, the HMCS Stormont,
into the most luxurious yacht of the 1950s, the
Christina. He was responsible for the design of the
first tanker in excess of 100,000 dwt and he also
planned the first 1m-ton tanker. In 1975, he was
appointed as a member of the technical committee of
the American Bureau of Shipping.
After retiring from active duty with the Onassis
Group in1982, he remained highly active. At the
age of 75 he returned to Strathclyde University and
received his doctorate and in 2010 the university
awarded him its Lifetime Achievement Award.
As well as a naval architect and maritime engineer,
he was a founding member of the Institution of
Nuclear Engineers in London.
He was long interested in the environmental aspects
of shipping and applied solar power to pleasure craft
as early as the 1960s. Late in life he was involved
in a project for the first “green” superyacht to use
solar and wind power for all energy requirements on
board.
The yacht Christina
Dr Spyrou authored three books: Energy and Ships,
which was published in 1988 by Lloyd’s of London
Press; From T-2 to Supertanker, which charted the development of oil tankers; and in 2010, Global
Climate Change and the Shipping Industry.
Dr Spyrou held membership of IESIS from 1st March 1942. In 1994, he was awarded the Medal of the
Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland for his paper “Oil Tankers and the Environment”,
presented at a joint meeting of the Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland and the Royal
Institution of Naval Architects.
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Obituary
James Shaw Liddell (1926-2006)
James Shaw Liddell was a remarkable man who
lived a full and rewarding life. Born at Castlecary
by Bonnybridge, Stirlingshire, ‘Jimmy’- as he was
universally known, left Cumbernauld High School in
1940 to become an apprentice Marine Engineer at
John Brown Shipbuilders in Clydebank.
Conscripted into the army in the days of national
service after the Second World War, Jimmy joined
the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders and played in
the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Pipe Band at
Stirling Castle. On leaving the army, he returned to
John Brown’s to complete his five year apprenticeship
and moved to Clydebank with his wife Beth where
Jimmy began his 50 year career
He occupied various engineering posts over a twenty year period installing water turbines in the North
of Scotland. He attended Strathclyde University from 1966 -70, gained various mechanical engineering
qualifications and a diploma in Management Studies. In 1974 he became a member of IESIS and was awarded
another Diploma, this time in Safety Management one of only 400 people worldwide to hold the qualification
at the time.
Then as works superintendent with 750 employees under his control and responsibility for production
planning, Jimmy became Employee Services Manager in 1975 a post he held until his retirement in 1992.
He was then responsible for Health and Safety across all of John Brown Engineering Ltd’s construction and
installation sites worldwide.
Jimmy was presented with the coveted Sword of Honour – having helped in consecutive years to turn John
Brown Engineering into one of the top 30 safest companies in the world helping reduce the Company’s Accident
Incident rate from 49 per 1000 employees to 2 per 1000. Jimmy’s efforts probably saved scores if not hundreds
of employees from being injured, maimed or worse over the course of his career at JBE.
A man described as an ‘institution’ in the Herald in May 1992 when he retired after fifty years service which
included his becoming the works’ youngest foreman and its first health and safety manager, his contribution
to safety management was described as ‘immense’ . Jimmy modestly described himself the’ last of a breed ‘ in
correctly recognising that employment patterns were changing making a 50 year career unlikely to be repeated..
Intertwined with his professional career and his growing family was the other love of his life – piping.
Having learned to play at an early age Jimmy became supremely proficient, becoming Pipe Sergeant in the
British Caledonian Pipe Band and then a valuable member of the Scottish Power Pipe band and latterly it’s
Administration Manager.
Jimmy travelled the world with both bands and on one of his last oversees trip to Hong Kong -at the finale led all the others into the arena to receive a standing ovation from the vast audience after which he was off to
Taiwan where they played at the Chang Kai-Shek Memorial .
He played before the Queen and other Royalty, Presidents, Ambassadors and the Pope. He appeared across
the world, at football stadiums, Top of the Pops, the Royal Albert Hall and venues from Palaces in the Middle
East to the Astrodome in Houston Texas.
Jimmy is survived by his seven children and ten grandchildren.
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why join

?

Meetings - We have a very popular lecture series. People enjoy the quality and varied nature of our talks which have a focus
on multidisciplinary issues and activities. The meetings provide a forum to discuss engineering issues of key importance. Our
lectures qualify for CPD and give an opportunity to hear from other branches of engineering.
Our archive of technical papers.
Visits – the Institution organizes members’ visits to projects of engineering interest.
Promoting professional engineering - We are active in promoting the importance of professional engineering in society. We
provide information and organise events to encourage young people to take up professional engineering as a career.
Public affairs - We seek to inform government and other bodies of the importance of the engineering dimension in developing
plans and policies.
Best practice - We support best practice within the engineering profession, for education and for training.
CPEC – the Centre Professional Engineering Competence, the Institution has recently started a series of workshops on topics
that are very important to Professional Engineers, as a member you would be entitled to a discounted rate.
Awards – the Institution offers awards and prizes for young students.
Social event - We believe that our annual dinner - the James Watt Dinner - is the social highlight in the engineering calendar.
We have close links with many organisations, which allows members to attend many other events.
Contacts – members meet many people from a wide range of engineering disciplines.
More advantages - IESIS membership allows: The use of post nominal e.g. MIES, FIES.
Free use of Glasgow University library.
For membership enquiries contact IESIS on t: 0141 248 3721 e: secretary@iesis.org www.iesis.org
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